Why law firms move
to the cloud?
Common myths about the Cloud include; on premise allows for more control; less
costly, more secure, more compliant. The i-worx cloud helps streamline your firm’s
technology management and exceeds the security requirements of clients on
premise infrastructure; complies with regulation; designed to give you control of
your data – you own it i-worx manages it; easily scalable for growth; cost effective
and mobile friendly. Start with what you need now and easily add capabilities or
users as your firm’s changes and grows.

Prepare for growth
Planning for your future shouldn’t be taken lightly. As
your firm grows you will want a solution that provides
flexibility and choice to support your changing needs.

Why law firms move
to the cloud

Cloud: Easily scale up or
down as your firm needs
change.

Let’s us work from anywhere
more easily

64%

Enables deeper collaboration
with partners

Cloud: Adapt to
complex regulatory

Frees up resources to work on
more strategic things

requirements

Advantage for early adopters

61%
60%
57%

Embrace changing IT priorities
As your firm grows, the role of IT becomes
even more strategic. Spend less time on
legal software and system maintenance
and more time on the services that drive
your practice’s priorities.

Workloads most suitable for the
next wave of cloud
Business productivity applications

Cloud: Virtualize IT; and focus
attention on revenue generating
opportunities and services.

Legal applications
Financial/accounting applications

Cloud: Keep full
ownership and control.

Predictable costs
Making the most of your hard earned profits is critical to your firm’s
growth. On the cloud pay monthly for what you use.
Cloud: Predictable monthly fee that easily scale
up or down as your needs change.
Cloud: Overtime potential lower total
cost of ownership.

Benefits that small and mid-size firms
expect from cloud computing
33%

Will be more innovative

40%
47%

Will be more flexible
Will be more productive

54%

Save money over time

Support mobile lawyers
The way lawyers work and connect is changing. Having the ability
to easily connect from anywhere is no longer a nice to have
but critical for lawyers. Give your lawyers access to the tools they
need, whether it’s in the office, at home, or in court.
Cloud: Create, share, and collaborate from virtually anywhere.

Only

20%

of small
and
medium
firms
believe that
data is
less secure
in the cloud.

63%

of growing firms
believe technology is
critical to their
future.

Reduce risk
Security needs have changed significantly. The
workplace is mobile, and lawyers are bringing
their own devices. Data is at rest, in motion
and in use across many devices, networks,
applications and data storage. The i-worx
Cloud affords law firm’s increased physical
and software security; enhanced backup and
retention; compliance; better management of
mobile lawyers and their devices.

Visit www.i-worx.ca to learn more about our
services for small and midsized law firms.
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